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Abstract: The combination of precipitation-hardening stainless steels (PH-SS) and laser powder
bed fusion (LPBF) enables the manufacturing of tools for plastic injection moulding with optimised
geometry and conformal cooling channels, with potential benefits in terms of productivity, part
quality, and tool duration. Moreover, the suitability of LPBF-manufactured PH-SS in the as-built (AB)
condition to be age-hardened through a direct aging (DA) treatment enables a great heat treatment
simplification with respect to the traditional solution annealing and aging treatment (SA). However,
plastic injection moulding tools experience severe thermal cycles during their service, which can lead
to over-aging of PH-SS and thus shorten tool life. Therefore, proper thermal stability is required to
ensure adequate tool life and reliability. The aim of the present work is to investigate the aging and
over-aging behaviour of a commercially available PH-SS (AMPO M789) manufactured by LPBF in
the AB condition and after a solution-annealing treatment in order to evaluate the effect of the heat
treatment condition on the microstructure and the aging and over-aging response, aiming at assessing
its feasibility for plastic injection moulding applications. The AB microstructure features melt pool
borders, oriented martensite grains, and a cellular solidification sub-structure, and was retained
during aging and over-aging. On the other hand, a homogeneous and isotropic martensite structure
was present after solution annealing and quenching, with no melt pool borders, cellular structure, or
oriented grains. The results indicate no significant difference between AB and solution-annealed and
quenched specimens in terms of aging and over-aging behaviour and peak hardness (in the range
580–600 HV), despite the considerably different microstructures. Over-aging was attributed to both
the coarsening of strengthening precipitates and martensite-to-austenite reversion (up to ~11 vol.%)
upon prolonged exposure to high temperature. Based on the results, guidelines to aid the selection of
the most suitable heat treatment procedure are proposed.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; precipitation-hardening stainless steel; laser powder bed fusion;
direct aging; over-aging

1. Introduction

Martensitic precipitation-hardening stainless steels (PH-SS) feature a favourable com-
bination of mechanical strength, fracture toughness, and corrosion resistance, which make
them suitable for tooling applications, mainly for dies for plastic injection moulding [1,2].
As for other precipitation-strengthened alloys, such as maraging (martensite-aging) steels,
age-hardenable aluminium alloys, and Ni-based superalloys, the high hardness and
strength of PH-SS come from the precipitation of nanometric intermetallic particles during
heat treatment, which strengthen the matrix by lattice coherency strains or the Ashby or
Orowan mechanism based on the precipitate–matrix characteristics [3]. The typical precipi-
tation heat treatment of maraging and PH-SS, solution annealing and aging (SA), involves
solution annealing in the austenite field (between 800 and 1040 ◦C according to the steel
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composition), followed by rapid cooling and an aging step at a relatively low temperature
(in the range of 480–600 ◦C), during which strengthening phases precipitate in a controlled
fashion. The low-carbon Fe-Cr-Ni martensite formed after rapid cooling in martensitic PH-
SS (annealed condition “A” according to ASTM A564) is relatively soft (approximatively
30 HRC), ductile, and tough, due to the low C content and lack of strengthening precip-
itates [1,2,4–6]. Martensitic PH-SS and maraging steels feature the same strengthening
mechanisms (precipitation upon aging of a super-saturated low-C martensite) but typically
different alloying elements and resulting properties. The most used PH-SS, Cu-bearing
17–4 PH and 15–5 PH, feature a high Cr content (14–17 wt.%) to ensure great corrosion
resistance, sufficient Ni (3–5 wt.%) to avoid δ-ferrite formation during solution annealing
by expanding the γ-austenite phase field (δ-ferrite reduces both corrosion resistance and
mechanical properties), and 3–5 wt.% Cu to precipitate strengthening compounds upon
aging. In the peak-aged condition (H900 temper), they exhibit a tensile strength around
1300 MPa with an elongation at fracture of roughly 10% [2,4]. On the opposite, maraging
steels typically contain no Cr but high Ni (around 18 wt.%), 3–5 wt.% Mo and Ti to form
Ni-based strengthening intermetallic compounds upon aging, and high Co (8–12 wt.%)
to raise martensite formation temperatures sufficiently to avoid retained austenite after
quenching. As a result, in H900 temper (peak aging) they exhibit considerably higher
tensile strengths than Cu-bearing PH-SS, ranging from 1500 MPa for 18-Ni200 to 2000 MPa
for 18-Ni300, with elongations in the range of 7–10%, in conjunction with a very high
fracture toughness. However, maraging steels are not corrosion resistant due to the absence
of Cr [6]. An intermediate class of steels between Cu-bearing PH-SS and maraging steels
is represented by PH 13–8 Mo and similar, developed with the aim of maximising the
mechanical properties of PH-SS while retaining adequate corrosion resistance. Usually,
these steels are classified among PH-SS due to the relevant Cr content (around 13 wt.%, but
lower than 17–4 PH and 15–5 PH). However, strengthening involves Ni-based precipitates;
hence, they contain high Ni (8–10 wt.%) together with Ti and/or Al, which take part in
precipitation reactions with Ni. Mo is added to improve the corrosion resistance by raising
the thermodynamic activity of Cr and/or to avoid eventual embrittlement at the aging
temperatures. PH 13–8 Mo and similar steels developed from it do not generally contain
Cu or Co. The outcome is a combination of high mechanical strength, between that of
Cu-bearing PH-SS and maraging steels depending on the steel composition, and adequate
corrosion resistance [1,2,4,6]. Due to the overlapping characteristics, PH 13-8 Mo and
similar steels are sometimes indicated as Co-free or corrosion-resistant maraging steels,
despite the considerably different composition.

Precipitation-strengthened alloys usually face a hardness and strength decay upon
prolonged exposure at high temperature (indicated as over-aging) due to the coarsening of
strengthening precipitates, with the consequent loss of lattice coherency and transformation
in equilibrium phases [3]. Over-aging is particularly relevant for aluminium alloys used
for pistons and cylinder heads in internal combustion engines and Ni-based superalloys
for turbine blades in energy generation applications. However, tools for plastic injection
moulding also experience severe thermal cycles during their service operations, so the over-
aging behaviour of PH-SS intended for tooling applications must be carefully evaluated to
ensure proper life and reliability. Moreover, although precipitation-strengthened alloys are
generally aged at peak hardness, over-aging can be deliberately induced during heat treat-
ment for specific applications by adjusting the aging temperature and time. For example,
age-hardened aluminium alloys can be treated to T7 temper to enhance dimensional and
mechanical stability during the subsequent service [7]. In the case of PH-SS, over-aging can
be exploited to achieve a required trade-off between strength and toughness [4].

Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), also known as selective laser melting (SLM) or
laser-based powder bed fusion (LB-PBF), according to ISO/ASTM 52900:2021, is a layer-
by-layer additive manufacturing (AM) process that enables the design and production
of components with complex shapes not obtainable via conventional techniques [8–11].
For tooling applications it enables the design and manufacturing of dies and inserts with
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conformal cooling channels with increased cooling efficiency, leading to higher productivity
and part surface quality [12–15]. PH-SS are easily manufacturable by LPBF due to their
low C content, leading to a reduced risk of crack formation [14,16–18]. The as-built (AB)
microstructure of LPBF-manufactured PH-SS consists of melt pool/scan track boundaries,
a martensite microstructure with oriented grains, and a cellular solidification sub-structure,
and exhibits relatively low hardness and strength due to the lack of strengthening precipi-
tates comparable to condition A for conventionally manufactured PH-SS [8,14,17,19–30].
The AB microstructure of Cu-bearing 17–4 PH and 15–5 PH steels can possess significant
amounts of metastable, retained γ-austenite, depending on the powder atomisation and
LPBF inert gas atmosphere [18,31–40]. On the other hand, the AB structure of PH-SS, with
a composition similar to PH 13-8 Mo (for example, stainless steels CX, Corrax, and M789,
such as the one investigated in the present work), is inherently martensitic, with only low
amounts of retained austenite [14,16–20,22,23,25,41,42]. Moreover, LPBF-manufactured
PH-SS can be strengthened by a direct aging treatment (DA), with no solution annealing,
due to the martensite microstructure with high alloying supersaturation in the AB condi-
tion resulting from the extremely high cooling rates of the LPBF process [19,22,29,43].
DA is also applied to other LPBF-manufactured precipitation-strengthened alloys, such
as aluminium alloys (T5 temper) and maraging steels. DA is a promising heat treatment
procedure for LPBF-manufactured PH-SS since it enables heat treatment simplification,
energy saving, and cost and carbon footprint reduction by eliminating the solution-
annealing and quenching steps. Moreover, it eliminates the risk of distortions and
cracking during rapid cooling after solution annealing. However, DA preserves the main
microstructural features of AB parts (melt pool boundaries, oriented grain structure,
cellular solidification sub-structure).

The aim of the present work is to investigate the aging and over-aging behaviour of
a 12.2Cr-10Ni-1Mo-1Ti-0.6Al PH-SS (AMPO M789) manufactured via LPBF in order to
assess its feasibility for applications involving prolonged service at high temperature—for
example, in dies for plastic injection moulding. The effect of different microstructures
resulting from the application or not of a solution-annealing heat treatment was investi-
gated. The behaviour of the steel was studied by performing aging and over-aging tests
at various temperatures and durations and measuring the resulting hardness, considered
representative of mechanical strength. Microstructural, dilatometric, and thermal analy-
ses were performed with the aim of understanding the underlying mechanisms of aging
and over-aging.

2. Materials and Methods

Specimens investigated in the present work were produced from the AMPO M789
feedstock powder supplied by Böhler Edelstahl (Kapfenberg, Austria) [44]. AMPO M789 is
a PH-SS with proprietary composition from Böhler Edelstahl reported in Table 1 (nominal
composition of the feedstock powder). Although it does not have direct matchings with
existing steels defined in the main standards, it features a composition similar to PH 13–8
Mo, CX, and Corrax stainless steels, investigated in [14,19,20,22,23,30,41]. As previously
described in the Introduction section, these steels are reinforced via Ni-rich precipitates
and hence are sometimes indicated as Co-free maraging steels. The feedstock powder mor-
phology, assessed using a Tescan Mira 3 field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM,
TESCAN ORSAY Holding, Brno, Czech Republic) equipped with X-ray energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS, Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany) and electron back scattered
diffraction (EBSD, Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany), is reported in the representative
micrographs in Figure 1. The largest fraction of particles exhibited a nearly spherical
and regular morphology, although some elongated or irregular particles featuring small
satellites were present. Specimens were manufactured using a SISMA MySint300 LPBF
machine (SISMA, Vicenza, Italy) under a high-purity N2 atmosphere with the following
process parameters: laser power P = 250 W, scanning speed v = 800 mm/s, hatch spacing
h = 0.1 mm, and layer thickness t = 30 µm. A 3 × 3 mm2 island scan strategy was adopted.
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Cylindrical bars (ø 13 × 130 mm2) were manufactured with their longitudinal axis par-
allel to the vertical building direction (90◦ orientation), from which ø 13 × 4 mm2 and ø
4 × 10 mm2 samples were cut via wire electro discharge machining. Table 1 reports the
effective composition of the feedstock powder and LPBF-manufactured samples evaluated
via inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Thermo Fisher,
Waltham, Massachusetts, U.S. for powders) and glow discharge–optical emission spec-
troscopy (GD-OES, Spectruma Analytik GmbH, Fabrikzeile, Germany, for LPBF samples)
compared to the nominal one declared by the supplier of the feedstock powder. After
production, part of the samples was solution annealed at 925 ◦C for 15 min followed by
water quenching (S condition), whereas the rest was kept for direct aging from the as-built
condition (AB).

Table 1. Comparison between nominal composition of the feedstock powder and effective one
evaluated on the feedstock and on LPBF-manufactured samples (average ± uncertainty).

wt.% C Cr Ni Mo Al Ti Fe

Feedstock powder (nominal) <0.02 12.20 10.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 Bal.
Feedstock powder (ICP-OES) - 12.5 ± 0.6 10.2 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.3 Bal.

LPBF samples (GD-OES) 0.01 ± 0.005 12.3 ± 0.2 9.8 ± 0.6 1.2 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.1 Bal.
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Figure 1. SEM morphology of particles composing the AMPO M789 feedstock powder at lower (a)
and higher (b) magnification.

Microstructural analyses were performed using a Reichert-Jung MeF3 (Reichert In-
struments GmbH, Seefeld, Germany) light optical microscope (LOM) and a Tescan Mira
3 (TESCAN ORSAY Holding, Brno, Czech Republic) field emission scanning electron
microscope (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron back-
scattered diffraction (EBSD) by Bruker (Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Samples
for microstructural analyses were hot-mounted in conductive resin, ground up with P1200
grit SiC abrasive paper, and polished with 9 µm, 3 µm, and 1 µm diamond suspensions.
Samples were chemically etched for LOM analyses and electrochemically etched with
10% ammonium persulfate in water at 15 V for SEM analyses. Samples for SEM-EBSD
underwent a final polishing step with colloidal silica after 1 µm diamond suspension and
not etched. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were acquired in the 2θ range at 40–100◦

using a Philips Empyrean X-ray diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical Ltd., Malvern, UK)
equipped with a Cu-Kα source (0.15406 nm). Phase analysis was performed on the acquired
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patterns using Panalytical X’Pert HighScore Plus v. 2.2.0 software (Malvern Panalytical
Ltd., Malvern, UK) and the ICDD database. The γ-austenite (031-0619 PDF card number)
content was evaluated from XRD patterns according to the method defined in ASTM
E975-3, based on the integrated intensity of austenite and ferrite/martensite diffraction
peaks. Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations were performed using the Thermo-Calc
software with the TCFE12 database (Thermo-Calc Software AB, Solna, Sweden).

The ø 13 × 4 mm2 samples in AB and S conditions underwent isothermal aging
treatment in the 470–590 ◦C temperature range for durations of between 15 min and 16 h
in a Nabertherm LT9/14 laboratory furnace (Nabertherm GmbH, Lilienthal, Germany),
followed by air cooling. The evolution of hardness was evaluated by Vickers hardness (HV)
measurements, performed using a Galileo A200 hardness tester (Officine Galileo, Firenze,
Italy) with a 30 kg load and 15 s dwell time.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dilatometric tests were performed in the
20–800 ◦C range to investigate the phase transformations occurring upon heating. DSC
tests were performed using a Netzsch 404 F3 Pegasus (Netzsch-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb,
Germany) under Ar protective gas at a 20 K/min heating rate. Dilatometric analyses
were performed at the same heating rate using a Bähr 805A quench dilatometer (BÄHR-
Thermoanalyse GmbH, Hüllhorst, Germany) on the ø 4 × 10 mm samples after polishing
with emery papers. Tests were carried out under vacuum (10−4 mbar) to prevent oxidation.

3. Results

The LOM, SEM-BSE, and SEM-EBSD micrographs in Figures 2 and 3 show the mi-
crostructure of the LPBF M789 steel in the AB and S conditions prior to the aging/over-aging
tests. As reported in the literature [25–28], M789 steel possesses, in the AB condition, the
typical microstructure of LPBF-manufactured PH-SS of similar composition, composed of
melt pool and scan track boundaries at low magnification (Figure 2a), a martensite structure
preferentially oriented along the maximum thermal gradient direction during LPBF solidifi-
cation (i.e., normal to melt pool boundaries, Figures 2a and 3c), and a cellular solidification
substructure with sub-µm-sized cells (Figure 2c). Inverse pole figures (IPF) and IPF maps
along the building direction (Figure 3a,c) indicate a weak [1 1 1] texture along the vertical
building direction, resulting from the LPBF solidification path and following solid-state
transformation upon cooling down to room temperature [23,26,30,43]. Despite the exact
distribution of alloying elements in the cellular solidification structure not being resolvable
through SEM-EDS due to its fine scale, the atomic-number contrast of SEM-BSE imaging
(Figure 2c) suggests a higher concentration of heavy alloying elements at the cell boundary,
although it is known that the segregation of alloying elements during solidification is
determined by the alloy phase diagram (partition coefficient K) and not directly related to
the element atomic number. Considering the steel composition (Table 1), it is likely that
a higher content of Mo and/or Ni (both possessing a higher atomic number than Fe and
thus leading to a brighter SEM-BSE appearance) existed at the cell borders than the cell
cores. A similar alloying micro-segregation between cell cores and borders was reported
in [17,45,46] for LPBF manufactured maraging steels and in [47] for LPBF manufactured
AISI 316L stainless steel. On the other hand, specimens solution annealed at 925 ◦C and
quenched (S) exhibited a homogeneous, not-oriented martensite microstructure with no
trace of melt pool boundaries, oriented grains, or a cellular solidification sub-structure
(Figure 2b,d and Figure 3b,d). In fact, solution annealing induces alloying diffusion and
the transformation of martensite in austenite with a subsequent recrystallization, thus re-
moving the cellular substructure and leading to the nucleation of equiaxed prior austenite
grains of homogeneous composition, from which a non-oriented martensite microstructure
forms upon rapid cooling [19,21–23,25–28]. XRD analyses (Figure 4) indicated a very low
γ-austenite content in not-aged samples, which was slightly higher for AB (2.95 vol.%)
than for S (1.94 vol.%). For comparison, a 4.35 vol.% of γ-austenite was measured in the
feedstock powder (not reported in Figure 4b). The austenite in not-aged samples can
be indicated as retained since it represents a fraction of the parent austenite phase, from
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which martensite is formed, and is retained upon rapid cooling. Hardness measurements
indicated a hardness of 309 ± 3 HV for S specimens, in line with the typical hardness of
conventional PH-SS in the solution-annealed condition prior to aging. A slightly higher
hardness (321 ± 5 HV) was measured for AB specimens. In both conditions, the relatively
low hardness came from the lack of strengthening intermetallic precipitates, which were
formed only during the subsequent aging. In fact, the cooling rate experienced during
LPBF process (for AB condition) and water quenching (for S condition) were sufficiently
high to prevent the precipitation of secondary intermetallic phases (such as strengthen-
ing precipitates), thus resulting in high alloying supersaturation being retained in the
resulting martensite microstructure [48]. Previous works [19,49] indicated dislocations
and grain boundary strengthening as the main strengthening mechanisms operating in
LPBF-manufactured PH-SS in the AB condition. Therefore, the slightly higher hardness
in the AB condition compared to the S one, despite the higher austenite content, might
indicate a higher dislocation and grain boundary contribution to strengthening, possibly
related to the different microstructures resulting from the LPBF process (for AB specimens)
and from solution annealing and quenching (for the S condition).
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The aging curves in Figure 5 show the trend of hardness as a function of temperature
and time for the AB and S samples. For both conditions, two distinct behaviours can
be identified:

i. Hardening at the lower aging temperatures (below 530 ◦C), at which point hardness
monotonically increased with increasing aging duration;

ii. Softening (above 530 ◦C), where hardness decreased with both increasing aging
temperature and time.
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Both the AB and S samples reached a comparable peak hardness in the range of
580–600 HV for aging temperatures between 480 and 510 ◦C and a similar minimum
hardness value of approximatively 400 HV after 16 h at 590 ◦C.

XRD analyses on peak-aged (490 ◦C for 6 h) samples (Figure 4) indicated that in the S
samples the austenite content did not vary significantly with respect to the not-aged ones.
On the other hand, it roughly doubled in the AB samples, from 2.95% prior to aging to ~7.6%
after peak aging. After over-aging at 590 ◦C for 16 h, a significantly higher austenite content
was measured in both the AB and S samples, at around 11 vol.% for both heat treatment
conditions. Noticeably, samples over-aged at 590 ◦C for 16 h also exhibited the minimum
hardness (Figure 5). The austenite formed during aging in PH-SS and maraging steels is
usually referred to as reverted austenite, since it comes from the reversion of α’-martensite
in γ-austenite at temperatures approaching the austenite phase stability field [1,2,50–52].
The relevant content of reverted austenite in over-aged specimens can account, at least to
some extent, for the low hardness. However, the comparison between peak-aged (490 ◦C
for 6 h) and over-aged (590 ◦C for 16 h) conditions shows that, in the investigated range of
over-aging temperatures and durations, hardness decreased by ~30%, whereas the increase
in austenite content was below 10%. SEM-EBSD phase maps (Figure 6) show that austenite
reversion in over-aged samples preferentially occurred at the sub-grain boundaries of the
martensite structure (at inter-lath, packet, and block boundaries). Moreover, austenite
reversion in AB specimens also occurred at the cellular substructure. SEM-BSE images in
Figure 7 clearly show that the cellular structure in AB specimens was retained after aging
at peak hardening (490 ◦C for 6 h, Figure 7a) and over-aging at 590 ◦C for 16 h (Figure 7b),
suggesting that higher temperatures are required to homogenise the alloying distribution
and thus remove the micro-segregation.

Equilibrium thermodynamic calculations (Figure 8) predicted that several intermetallic
compounds would be stable in the temperature range investigated during the aging/over-
aging tests. In particular, Ni3(Ti,Al) was predicted to be stable up to 533 ◦C, with a solvus
temperature of 565 ◦C. Between 533 and 565 ◦C, the gradual dissolution of Ni3(Ti,Al) was
paired with the formation of Ni3Ti. As it is clarified in Section 4, Ni3(Ti,Al) and Ni3Ti
were expected to demonstrate distinct crystal structure and properties, despite the similar
composition and stoichiometry. Above 621 ◦C (not investigated during aging/over-aging
tests), only the Fe2(Mo,Ti) intermetallic phase was predicted. Considering α’→ γ rever-
sion, the calculations indicated austenite starting (As) and finishing (Af) transformation
temperatures of 533 ◦C and 696 ◦C, respectively. Noticeably, the predicted temperatures at
which austenite reversion and Ni3(Ti,Al) dissolution initiate corresponded, according to
the thermodynamic calculations.
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Figure 9a,b show DSC and dilatometric (first-derivative of strain vs. temperature)
curves, respectively, obtained at a heating rate of 20 K/min. The different appearance
between the AB and S curves in Figure 9,b is due to the different scale. Two main peaks
marked with the Roman numerals “I” and “II” were identified in the temperature ranges of
400–550 ◦C and 550–700 ◦C, respectively. Peak I (strong exothermic signal on DSC curves,
contraction on first-derivative dilatometric curves) was likely to be associated with the pre-
cipitation of strengthening Ni3(Ti,Al) and thus with the hardening observed for T ≤ 530 ◦C.
On the other hand, peak II (contraction on dilatometric curves) was attributed to the α’→ γ

reversion occurring at higher temperatures, at which aging and over-aging tests indicated
softening. The onset temperature for peak II from dilatometric analyses (~530 ◦C) roughly
matched the equilibrium As temperature predicted from the thermodynamic calculations
(Figure 8). Instead, the endset temperature of peak II appeared to be slightly higher than
the predicted Af. The identification of peak II from DSC curves was not straightforward,
possibly due to the superposition of several transformations. Within the temperature range
corresponding to peak II, DSC distinctly revealed a minor exothermic peak in the range of
570–650 ◦C (indicated as “X” in Figure 9b), visible also in the first-derivative dilatometric
curve for the AB specimen. According to the existing literature, several microstructural
transformations might occur and superpose in the temperature range corresponding to
peak II, the main one of which is α’→ γ reversion, which is also accompanied by a change
in specific heat (slope of DSC curve baseline) and the coefficient of thermal expansion
(slope of the strain vs. temperature dilatometric curve, not visible from the first-derivative
curves in Figure 9a) [53–55]. The thermodynamic calculations in Figure 8 predicted the
possible precipitation and dissolution of other intermetallic compounds besides Ni3(Ti,Al)
starting from 533 ◦C, which might possibly superimpose to the α’ → γ reversion, thus
further complicating the interpretation of DSC and dilatometric curves. Another possibly
involved transformation is the ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic transition at the Curie tem-
perature TC, which, however, should appear as a contraction on dilatometric curves [56].
Therefore, the variety of possible microstructural changes occurring within the tempera-
ture range corresponding to peak II does not enable the complete identification of all the
observed peaks.
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4. Discussion

As described in the Introduction section, hardening in PH-SS and maraging steels
(and in general in precipitation-strengthened alloys) is associated with the precipitation of
extremely fine intermetallic particles, which hinder the motion of dislocations by different
mechanisms based on their characteristics and interaction with the surrounding matrix [3].
The strengthening compound precipitating during aging depends on the specific alloy
system. For example, copper-bearing PH-SS (such as 17–4 PH and 15–5 PH) are reinforced
by ε-Cu particles with a face-centred cubic (fcc) crystal structure [1,5]. PH-SS containing
Ni and Al, such as PH 13–8 Mo, CX, and Corrax steels, are strengthened by β-NiAl with
a CsCl structure, whereas superior-strength grades also containing Ti are hardened by
γ’-Ni3(Ti,Al) with an L12 fcc structure and/or η-Ni3Ti with a D024 hexagonal structure,
depending on the Ti/Al ratio [4,57,58]. The higher hardness and strength of maraging
steels come from orthorhombic Ni3Mo and η-Ni3Ti precipitates [6,59]. According to Riabov
et al. [57], γ’-Ni3X is the major hardener in steels with a composition close to the one
investigated in the present work, where X represents one or more elements among Al, Ti,
Si, Mn, and Nb. Tian et al. [26] indicated Ni3(Ti,Al) as the main strengthening phase in
the same steel investigated in the present work (AMPO M789). In contrast to γ’ phase,
η-Ni3Ti has no solubility for other elements beside Ti and has a different crystal structure.
The aging curves in Figure 5 show that there was an extremely rapid hardness increase
in the early stages of aging, i.e., within the first 15 min at temperatures above 490–500 ◦C,
reaching values exceeding 80% of the peak hardness (from ~50% in the AB and S conditions).
According to [6], the rapid hardening of PH-SS and maraging steels is indicative of the
absence of a free-energy barrier for precipitation, resulting from a low precipitate–matrix
lattice mismatch, high solute supersaturation (i.e., large driving force for precipitation), and
high dislocation density of the martensite microstructure, which represent favourable nuclei
for precipitation. Depending on the alloy system and precipitating phase, precipitates
can nucleate homogeneously via the formation of solute-rich clusters or heterogeneously
on dislocations [58]. Although the type, stoichiometry, crystal structure, and formation
mechanism of precipitates depend on the specific alloy system, the strengthening effect is
proportional to the precipitates distribution in terms of size, volume density, and number
fraction, and therefore an optimal distribution exists that leads to peak hardening. On the
other hand, for excessive aging temperature and duration (over-aging), larger particles
grow at the expense of finer ones, which are redissolved in the matrix following so-called
Ostwald ripening [3]. Over-aging leads to a not-optimal distribution of coarse precipitates
with a low number density, causing softening. Riabov et al. [57] demonstrated an extremely
low coarsening rate for γ’-Ni3X precipitates, with an average radius of only 2 nm after
18 h of aging at 500 ◦C. γ’-Ni3(Al,Ti) is indeed the main strengthening phase in Ni-based
superalloys and in austenitic PH-SS A286, specifically designed for high-temperature
applications [4]. The coarsening kinetic of strengthening precipitates is well described by
the Lifshitz–Slyozov–Wagner (LSW) model, which relates particle size to aging/over-aging
temperature and time:

r(t)
3 − r0

3 = K·t (1)

where r0 and r(t) are the mean precipitate radius at the beginning of aging and at the aging
time t, respectively, and K is the coarsening rate. Precipitate growth is a diffusion-controlled
process in which the rate-limiting factor is the diffusion of solute atoms through the matrix
lattice, so the coarsening rate K can be expressed in the form:

K = A· 1
T
·e−

Q
RT (2)

in which the constant A depends on the precipitate–matrix interfacial energy, solute concen-
tration at equilibrium, atomic volume, and diffusion coefficient. T indicates the absolute
aging temperature, R the universal gas constant, and Q the activation energy for the in-
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volved diffusion process. In fact, the Arrhenius-type exponential term in Equation (2)
comes from the dependence of the diffusivity D on temperature:

D = D0·e−
Q
RT (3)

where D0 is a diffusion coefficient (embedded in parameter A in Equation (2)). The LSW
model can be used to describe the evolution of the hardness during both aging and over-
aging (thus, hardening and softening) only if precipitate growth and coarsening is the only
underlying microstructural change involved. This is generally verified for age-hardenable
aluminium alloys and γ’-strengthened Ni-based superalloys [3]. However, α’-martensite-
to-γ-austenite reversion plays a relevant role in the over-aging of martensitic PH-SS and
maraging steels [1,2,6,50–52,60–62]. In fact, increasing fractions of reverted austenite lead
to lower hardness and strength but higher ductility and toughness. For this reason, in
the heat treatment of martensitic PH-SS it is possible to achieve desired combinations of
strength and toughness apart from peak hardening by controlling the amount of reverted
austenite, hence deliberately over-aging the steel by adjusting the aging temperature and
time [1,4]. However, it must be considered that reverted austenite is metastable at room
temperature and can transform back to martensite under applied stresses, further affecting
the mechanical response of the alloy as well as the dimensional stability of the final part [51].

In order to separate the contribution of precipitate coarsening and austenite reversion
during the aging and over-aging of the investigated steel, master curves of hardness were
computed from aging curves (Figure 10) by plotting hardness as a function of the so-called
Larson–Miller Parameter:

LMP = T·
(
C + log10 t

)
(4)

where C is an empirical best-fit constant depending on the rate-limiting diffusive process,
T is the absolute aging temperature (in K), and t is the aging time (in hours). LMP can be
exploited to describe the cumulative effect of temperature and time on diffusion-controlled
processes, such as creep, residual stress relief, microstructure recovery, and recrystalli-
sation [63,64]. The low scatter of the LMP-HV master curves in Figure 10 indicates the
effectiveness of LMP at describing the hardening and softening of the considered steel.
Noticeably, closely similar curves were obtained for the AB and S conditions, confirming
the absence of significant differences between the two heat treatment conditions in terms
of aging and over-aging responses despite the different microstructure. However, it was
not possible to obtain a single master curve comprising both aging and over-aging; in-
stead, two separate curves for hardening (T ≤ 530 ◦C) and softening (T > 530 ◦C) due to
the different values for the best-fit parameter (C = 15 for T ≤ 530, C = 42 for T > 530 ◦C)
were obtained. According to [64], the value of C is strictly related to the activation en-
ergy Q of the underlying rate-limiting diffusive process, so a large transition of C can be
considered to be indicative of different transformations involved in hardening and soften-
ing. The apparent energy QApp for hardening (T ≤ 530 ◦C), calculated from the hardness
curves following the method described in [65], was equal to 245 kJ/mol for the S samples
(R2 = 0.96) and 253 kJ/mol for the AB ones (R2 = 0.91) and thus was extremely close to the
activation energy for Ni diffusion in the ferromagnetic α-ferrite lattice (246 kJ/mol [66]).
As reported by [51], this further supports that hardening at low aging temperatures occurs
via precipitation of Ni-rich strengthening compounds, presumably γ’-Ni3(Al,Ti), consid-
ering the thermodynamic calculations in Figure 8 and previous studies [26,57]. On the
opposite, the apparent energy for softening was calculated as 423 kJ/mol for S (R2 = 0.93)
and 544 kJ/mol for AB samples (R2 = 0.99), and hence was considerably higher than for
hardening, further supporting the involvement of a different transformation apart from
precipitate coarsening in the over-aging of the considered PH-SS, possibly austenite rever-
sion. Values reported in the literature for the activation energy for austenite reversion in
PH 13–8 Mo PH-SS and maraging steels are in the range of 234–421 kJ/mol [50,51,60,61]
depending on the steel chemistry. Moreover, an interaction between α’ → γ reversion
and the precipitation, coarsening, and dissolution of precipitates during over-aging is
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reported for PH 13–8 Mo and maraging steels [6,50–52,59,62]. Schnitzer et al. [51] proposed
a model describing the interrelation between austenite reversion and precipitation and
dissolution of the strengthening β-NiAl intermetallic in PH 13–8 Mo based on experimental
measurements and thermodynamic calculations. According to Schnitzer et al., both β-NiAl
and austenite reversion are thermodynamically possible from virgin martensite and thus
could theoretically proceed independently of each other during the first stages of aging. For
increasing aging temperature, a higher fraction of α’-martensite is reverted to γ-austenite,
as also predicted by the thermodynamic calculations shown in Figure 8. At the same time,
strengthening precipitates coarsen and are redissolved, releasing Ni and Al in the surround-
ing matrix. Although Al preferentially diffuses towards the remaining, larger precipitates,
contributing to further coarsening (Ostwald ripening), Ni promotes the reversion of increas-
ing fractions of α’-martensite into γ-austenite. According to Schnitzer et al., the reverted
γ-austenite is free from β-NiAl precipitates. Sha et al. [59] reported that, in maraging
steels, the precipitation of Ni-rich Ni3X phases anticipates austenite reversion during the
early stages of aging due to kinetics. The extensive precipitation of Ni-rich strengthening
phases consumes large amounts of Ni, depleting the α’ matrix and thus increasing the As
temperature with respect to a precipitate-free matrix. The dissolution of these precipitates
during over-aging at higher temperatures re-distributes Ni in the α’ matrix, thus decreasing
As and promoting α’ → γ reversion. Moreover, it is reported that the dissolution of Ni3Ti
and Ni3Mo precipitates during the over-aging of maraging steels is concomitant with the
precipitation of Fe-rich Fe2Mo laves and/or µ-Fe7Mo6 intermetallic phases, which depletes
the α’-matrix of Fe, thus further decreasing As by increasing the relative concentration
of Ni [59,67]. To the authors’ knowledge, the formation of Fe-rich, Ni-free intermetallic
phases (Fe2Mo, Fe7Mo6, etc.) is not reported in the literature for PH 13–8 Mo and PH-SS
with similar compositions. However, for the M789 steel investigated in the present work,
thermodynamic calculations in Figure 8 predicted the formation of Fe2(Mo,Ti) at 621 ◦C
together with the dissolution of Ni3Ti. Therefore, it is possible that the precipitation and
dissolution of additional intermetallic phases beside Ni-rich ones occurred during the aging
and over-aging of the M789 steel, possibly contributing to austenite reversion and softening.
However, this hypothesis requires further and more detailed microstructural investigations
to be confirmed.

Considering the effect of the different microstructure, the aging (Figure 5) and master
curves (Figure 10) did not show substantial differences between the AB and solution-annealed
(S) samples in terms of aging response. Therefore, it can be inferred that the precipitation
reaction responsible for hardening is not affected by the different microstructure—i.e., the
presence of the LPBF structure featuring a cellular solidification substructure, an oriented
martensite, and melt pool/scan track boundaries has no appreciable effect on the precipitation
of strengthening Ni3(Al,Ti) phases, as further confirmed by the similar apparent energy QApp.
Concerning over-aging, QApp for softening appeared to be significantly higher for AB
specimens than for S ones, possibly suggesting a higher resistance to softening. However,
Figures 5 and 10 clearly indicate an equivalent softening behaviour between the two heat
treatment conditions. Therefore, it is possible that the calculation of QApp for softening
could be affected by the higher variability of aging curves in the S condition, as visible
from the master curve in Figure 10d. The higher content of austenite in peak-hardening
conditions (490 ◦C for 6 h) for AB samples (7.6%) than for S ones (2.95%), indicating a
higher α’ → γ reversion at early stages of aging, is likely to be attributable to the different
microstructure and, in particular, to the cellular solidification substructure present in the AB
condition and eliminated by the solution annealing (Figure 2). The atomic number contrast
of SEM-BSE imaging suggests the segregation of elements with high atomic numbers (Mo,
Ni, . . .) at the boundaries of the cellular substructure, which could promote austenite
reversion at low temperatures. However, no difference in terms of reverted austenite
was observed between AB and S specimens over-aged at the highest temperature and
duration (590 ◦C for 16 h, above the predicted As) and exhibiting the lowest hardness
(~400 HV), although Figure 7 indicates the retention of the cellular substructure in the
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AB samples. Therefore, the cellular solidification structure appears to have been effective
in promoting austenite reversion only at the lowest aging temperatures, around peak-
hardening conditions, at which no or very limited reversion occurs for a microstructure
with homogeneous composition (S samples). However, this effect became negligible at
higher temperatures (belonging to the over-aging regime) and, in particular, above As, at
which point α’ → γ reversion is thermodynamically expected also for a homogeneous
microstructure with no alloying micro-segregation.
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In view of a practical application of LPBF-manufactured M789 steel for the production
of dies for plastic injection moulding, the following basic guidelines can be drawn to aid
the heat treatment procedure selection between direct aging (DA) of the AB structure
and the aging of solution-annealed and -quenched samples, i.e., solution annealing and
aging (SA):

• One-step, low-temperature DA enables a great simplification of the heat treatment
procedure and a resulting reduction in time, energy consumption, and cost due to the
elimination of the high-temperature step of solution annealing and quenching.

• The aging and over-aging behaviour of the M789 steel is comparable between the AB
and S conditions and thus is not substantially affected by the solution annealing. A
similar maximum hardness (580–600 HV) can be achieved in peak-aging condition
(490 ◦C, 6 h)

• Proper aging parameters can be selected by using iso-hardness maps (contour plot of
hardness as a function of aging temperature and time) such as the ones in Figure 11,
obtained from the hardness curves in Figure 5.

• Solution annealing results in a more homogeneous and isotropic martensite microstruc-
ture compared to the LPBF AB condition. Upon aging at low temperature (around
peak-hardening), the homogeneous microstructure of S specimens leads to lower
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fraction of reverted austenite. At high temperature (over-aging), no difference seems
to exist in terms of austenite reversion between the AB and S samples.

• Although no significant difference exists between the AB and S specimens in terms
of aging response, peak hardness, and softening upon over-aging despite the sig-
nificantly different microstructures, it is possible that a difference between the AB
and S conditions exists in terms of mechanical behaviour involving (i) anisotropy,
associated with the hierarchical and anisotropic structure of the AB condition ab-
sent in the S one, and (ii) dimensional stability under applied loads, related to the
higher content of metastable retained austenite for AB specimens at peak aging [68].
Therefore, dedicated mechanical tests are required to investigate the suitability of the
two conditions.
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5. Conclusions

In the present work, the aging and over-aging behaviour of a 12.2Cr-10Ni-1Mo-1Ti-
0.6Al PH-SS (AMPO M789) manufactured via LPBF was investigated in terms of mi-
crostructure, including austenite content and hardness, in order to assess its feasibility
for applications involving prolonged service at high temperature—for example, in dies
for plastic injection moulding. The effect of a different microstructure, resulting from the
application or not of a solution-annealing heat treatment before aging, was investigated.
The following remarks can be drawn:
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• In the as-built (AB) condition, the steel exhibited the typical hierarchical struc-
ture of LPBF-manufactured parts. The application of a solution-annealing treat-
ment eliminated the LPBF AB structure, resulting in a homogeneous, isotropic,
martensite microstructure.

• AB and solution-annealed (S) specimens exhibited the same aging and over-aging
behaviour, despite the different microstructure.

• Hardening during aging was associated with the precipitation of Ni-rich particles,
whereas softening upon over-aging at higher temperature involved both precipitates
coarsening and martensite-to-austenite reversion.

• The cellular solidification structure of LPBF AB samples promoted austenite reversion
at low aging temperature (around peak hardening, 490 ◦C). On the other hand, no
difference between AB and S samples was observed at high temperature, despite the
retention of the cellular structure.

• Direct aging (DA) of the LPBF AB structure appears to be a promising procedure
to reduce heat treatment cost and duration without impairing the maximum achiev-
able hardness and over-aging behaviour. However, eventual differences in terms of
mechanical properties, possibly related to the different microstructure and austen-
ite content in peak-hardening conditions, must be evaluated in order to assess the
suitability of one heat treatment procedure over another for the specific application.
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